Sentiment Analysis (SA) – Is it all the same?
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This article is the second in a series on Artificial Intelligence (AI), and follows “Demystifying AI”,¹ which was released in April. Sentiment Analysis (SA) – also commonly referred to as Opinion Extraction, Opinion Mining, Sentiment Mining, and Subjectivity Analysis – looks at the use of natural language processing (NLP)² and text analysis techniques to systematically identify, extract, and quantify subjective information and attitudes from different sources. Sentiment can reveal a lot, whether analyzing what a CEO says during quarterly earnings calls, what the social media footprint of a private entity identifies as trends, or the views of employees about a specific company.

We hear a great deal about SA these days, but it is important to understand that it is a broad area and includes many different approaches depending on what you are trying to accomplish, use cases, available data sources, and more. Before getting started, there are a number of important questions that need to be addressed. For example:

- **What are you focused on** – i.e., sentiment about what? Is it financial health, credit risk, business dealings, growth expectations, or employee satisfaction?
- **What is the corpus?** Will it be text, voice, body/facial expressions, or all of these?
- **What document sources will be relevant?** Should it include company sources only (such as press releases, regulatory filings, and investor presentations), or should it also include third-party sources (such as analyst reports, news, and social media)?
- **How will you classify sentiment by its polarity?** Will you label sentiments as positive, negative, or neutral signals, or perhaps some variation of this?

Answers to these questions will help you both frame and scope your SA. There are several other early-stage considerations, as well:

- Are your exposures to public or private companies?
- How much information do you currently have available and how timely is it? Given this, how helpful could SA be for you?
- What geographies are you covering? If you are a large corporation with a global footprint, you will need to deal with the often challenging puzzle of data sources and timing.

---

² NLP deals with the interaction of human and machine languages, computer vision, and speech recognition that leverage deep learning techniques.
A Framework for Working with SA

In the Demystifying AI article, we identified six steps to consider when looking at a potential implementation of AI. These steps are also relevant for SA, so we apply the same framework here.

1. Define your problem
2. Define success
3. Determine data needs
4. Evaluate different techniques
5. Assess delivery options
6. Consider maintenance issues

We look at each of these in turn.

1. Define your problem

The first step is to clearly identify what you are attempting to capture, that is, sentiment regarding what? If you are trying to identify risk signals, for example, you will be looking for signs that indicate a potential problem. If a company launches a new distribution partnership, but the CEO’s verbiage and phrasing is negative, NLP may pick this up as a risk signal.

Here are several examples of situations where firms may benefit from SA to augment their analysis:

a) Investment Research
   - Analysis: Signals that are not necessarily represented in financial statements can help support fact finding. Earnings calls, for example, may help you identify the sentiment of the CEO and CFO during these events by assessing the language or voice tone to determine if they are confident or hesitant. This may be especially important if the changes in these signals can be analyzed over time.

b) Lending or Insurance
   - Underwriting: Although there may be a lot of information available for public companies at the time of underwriting (such as financial statements and bank statements), you may want to capture additional insights from management or external news about how the business could evolve in the next few months.
   - Portfolio management: Once an insurance policy or a loan has been underwritten, you will need to monitor companies in your portfolio to identify any business challenges they may be facing, or opportunities for further growth. Since financial information can be sparse between releases, news pieces may prove useful.

c) Vendor or Customer Risk Management
   - Buyer risk: If you are engaging with customers, you will want to monitor conditions of their businesses and flag any potential risks that could impact cash flow. News may help here, too.
   - Supplier risk: Similarly, if you have critical vendors/providers, you will want to monitor their ability to deliver purchased products and services in accordance with agreed terms.
2. Define success

It is important to define criteria that can help increase the likelihood that a potential solution will be successful. For example:

- **Transparency**: Does your use case need to be easily understood by stakeholders, and do you need to explain internally or externally how your SA solution maps input sources to sentiment that may be positive, negative, or neutral?

- **Performance**: What metrics do you need to evaluate the performance of your SA solution? What is the baseline performance for such things as:
  - **Precision** that measures the exactness of a classifier, where higher precision means fewer false positives.
  - **Recall** that measures how many documents with sentiment are rated as sentimental, where higher recall means fewer false negatives.

- **Speed**: Do you need immediate, real-time capture of sentiment, or will periodic updates be adequate?

- **Scalability**: How fast do you need to be able to scale to other languages or use cases? Some methods require feature engineering or manually-crafted rules, which makes them less scalable. In addition, some approaches are language specific, which makes them less scalable to other languages. In Chinese, for example, context and the sequence of words have strong implications for the tone of the text.

3. Determine data needs

There are multiple potential sources of data available for your analysis. They have various characteristics in terms of sources (primary versus secondary), timing (real-time feeds versus quarterly analyst reports), historical availability, and formats. Different data sources will have potential strengths and weaknesses depending on your objectives. You might consider leveraging various sources and creating signals for each, which can be drawn together to help provide a more complete picture. Here are a few examples:

- **Earnings calls, transcripts**: These are primary sources covering U.S. and many global publicly-traded companies, including questions and answers between management and experts. Although the financial data presented will be the same as what is generally available, there is value in understanding the context and management views.

- **News**: The focus should be on reputable news outlets, whether large broad publications or industry-specific. Depending on the source, coverage will tend to center on larger companies, but can also include private companies specializing in a certain industry. Availability tends to be around earnings releases or company announcements, but the goal would be to capture any interim news.

- **Announcements**: Companies announce different events for different reasons. Many large companies announce financial results, investor presentations, marketing events, and mergers and acquisitions. Some of the announcements are mandatory, but you need to be aware of which announcements the company is expected to make and when they will be available.

4. Evaluate different techniques

This step involves trying to identify appropriate techniques for your SA project for the areas outlined below.
• **Pre-processing**: Before you run a sentiment model, you need to prepare the data, which might require many potential techniques, from optical character recognition (i.e., the electronic conversion of images of text into machine-encoded text) to web sourcing (i.e., the extraction of data from websites). Pre-processing is a critical step, especially if your source data is unstructured or is not yet mapped to a company.

• **Labeling**: Labeling is a text classification exercise, where data is tagged with one or more meaningful labels. After obtaining a labeled data set, NLP can be applied so that new unlabeled data can be presented to the model and a likely label can be predicted. In NLP, like other areas of AI, there are two main methods to teach systems to generalize and make predictions:
  
  - **Supervised learning**, where the system learns how to map input to the output from a set of manually-mapped input/output pairs prepared by humans.
  
  - **Unsupervised/self-supervised learning**, where the system learns how to map input to the output without access to manually-mapped input/output pairs prepared by humans. Self-supervised learning has been very successful in NLP. For example, in language modeling, one way that a system learns the structure of human language is through following a task: give a sequence of words to the system, mask out 15% of the words in the sequence, and ask the system to predict the masked words.\(^3\)

A state-of-the-art SA system leverages a combination of transfer learning and task-specific learning. First, some initial understanding of the human language obtained normally through unsupervised/self-supervised learning is “transferred” to the system, which provides a helpful starting point. Following this, the system is trained to combine this initial knowledge with additional lower-level abstraction layers (i.e., the lower the level, the more detail is available) for the specific task of mapping input text to output sentiment labels.

AI systems are only as good as the data set that has been used to train them, and building a reliable label set to train an AI system is critical for its usefulness in downstream applications. Designing how to gather a representative sample of textual input data to send to chosen human annotators and explain what labeling process and rules they have to follow requires planning and resources. In addition, you need to reach a reasonable “inter-annotator agreement” among these individuals\(^4\) to have their work fit the purpose of the labeling exercise.

Because of the challenges involved in building reliable labeled sets, general application of SA is currently limited. This is especially the case for finance-related applications, where “natural labels”, like star ratings and film reviews used in the movie industry, are not available. For finance-related applications, labels often need to be defined and created manually. This critical step in the success of an SA solution is often overlooked in the industry, with training sets being loosely created for building and assessing the performance of sentiment classification methods. Challenges are even stronger for cases where input

---


\(^4\) Inter-annotator agreement between labelers is often measured by Cohen’s kappa, Fleiss’ kappa, or Krippendorf’s alpha. For more information refer to: “Inter-annotator Agreement in Sentiment Analysis: Machine Learning Perspective”, Bobicev, Victoria and Marina Sokolova, RANLP 2017.
corpus contains multiple sentiment labels, for example, in the case of news articles that cover multiple entities.

- **Feature mapping and sentiment classification techniques**

  Three broad categories of sentiment classification techniques are: ruled-based sentiment classifiers, machine learning-based sentiment classifiers, and a mixture of the two. Rules-based techniques normally rely on a pre-built dictionary of words and their polarities. Sentiment of the text is then defined by counting how many positive and negative words are appearing in the text.

  Machine learning-based classifiers, on the other hand, do not rely on deterministic rules. They transfer text to numerical representations that is understandable by computers (feature mapping) and learn how to map those features to sentiment labels (sentiment classification).

  Rules-based approaches are deterministic, easy to define, and easy to implement. However, they can be costly to scale and maintain, as existing rules have to be modified to support specific contexts, and new rules have to be added to support new expressions and vocabulary. In addition, controlling how predefined rules are interacting with each can quickly become a complex task.

  Machine-learning approaches are probabilistic and harder to define and implement, but they are more scalable. They can also encode how the tone of a sentence changes based on the order of words, which is a particularly critical feature for some languages and mostly absent in rules-based systems.

  Common machine-learning approaches to sentiment classification include mapping text to numerical feature vectors (feature mapping), and then training a classifier (sentiment classification). For sentiment classification, Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Random Forest, or Deep Learning classifiers are often being used. For feature mapping, typical methods include:

  **Bag of Words (BoW):** In this method, text is represented as a bag of words (unigrams) or a collection of words (n-grams), without considering their semantics. At its most basic form, each word is mapped to a frequency of its appearance in the document, and those frequencies are used as a feature in the sentiment classification model. Since words that are systematically frequent across all documents have less information value, an enhancement to this basic approach is to penalize words that are appearing frequently in all documents, to identify words that are frequent as well as distinctive (what is known as the Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) approach).

  **Word embedding:** One main shortcoming of the BoW approach is that it does not capture the meaning of the words. Word embedding is a technique that maps each word, or collection of words, to a vector. The mapping is done in a way where semantically similar words are positioned.

---

closer to each other in the vector space, effectively providing the ability to capture semantic information about words and their relationship to one another.

Since their introduction in 2013, word embeddings have been highly leveraged in different NLP tasks. They are trained on large amounts of unlabeled data (unsupervised/self-supervised learning) via algorithms, such as word2vec\(^6\) or GloVe,\(^7\) and have been used to initialize the first layer of neural network in a deep learning-based classifier (effectively, transferring the learning obtained in a self-supervised manner to a task, such as SA).

**Language modeling:** Using word embeddings to initialize a first layer of neural network provides a shallow representation of the language. The rest of the “deep” neural network still needs to be trained for the specific task. For SA, the network should still learn how to drive meaning from a sequence of words and relate them to sentiment labels through layers that come after the initial embedding layer. For that, the network needs access to a relatively large number of labeled documents to achieve reasonable performance.

Since 2018, a series of new approaches\(^8\) have been introduced by NLP researchers that, instead of just initializing the first layer of neural network, the entire deep pre-trained network is transferred to a downstream task. These deep neural networks have been trained for language modeling tasks, which mask a percentage of words in a sequence and ask the network to predict the masked words. A model trained for a language modeling task has been proven to be useful for a diverse range of other NLP tasks, from SA to question answering, co-reference resolution, and more.

5. **Assess delivery options**

Whether you are looking to consume the signals within another application (e.g., your origination or portfolio management system) alongside other data sets via your standard workflow platform, screens, API, or Excel\(^8\) spreadsheets, you will need to explain your process. Documentation will be important, but you may also consider leveraging visualization techniques to assist in explaining your model and its results. This is especially important if you are leveraging a machine learning-based approach, as opposed to a rules-based approach for your solution. Good visualization provides transparency to your solution and helps users understand part of the input source, such as sentences or paragraphs, which are main drivers of your model to assign specific labels to the input text. Even for system-to-system applications, transparency to your solution will be in high demand. For example, some clients expect to receive sentiment classification outputs, as well as “snippets” from the inputs that are the main drivers of the sentiment classifier via their APIs to augment their own or existing systems.

6. **Consider maintenance issues**

Traditionally, standard models have to be recalibrated on a regular basis. With sentiment, the data itself might change over time: types of announcements are created or taken away, languages change over time, or sources dry up or new ones become available. You need to continually monitor the data and output of your model.

---

\(^6\) A group of related models that are used to produce word embeddings.

\(^7\) An unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining vector representations for words.

Conclusion

As discussed in Demystifying AI, you need to be mindful of business risks associated with cyber security, regulation, data privacy, global and region-specific policy issues, as they are important inputs for your solution. It is also important to remember that not all SA is the same. It is a very broad area and there is much to consider. SA initiatives underway at S&P Global Market Intelligence all have different characteristics that reflect their overall use case, available data sources, and chosen methodologies. Following the six-step approach laid out in this article may assist you in framing and scoping any SA you are considering.
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